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Summary  

 

This document analyses the efforts of BudgIT, Nigeria’s creative startup, in making the Nigerian budget 

simple and accessible for every citizens. Nigeria, an oil-driven economy had over thirteen of uninterrupted 

military rule which held the detailed budget as a state secret. Current efforts in the democratic regimes as 

enabled by the law have made both the proposed and enacted budget available to citizens. However, the 

budget is officially released in non-readable formats and most citizens have no clear understanding of the 

government finances. BudgIT uses an array of technology tools to simplify budget for citizens and also 

works with civil society and media in terms of data analysis and representation. BudgIT believes that 

amplified voices of citizens based on better access to budgetary data can translate to institutional reform. It 

also works in improving capacity of congressional budget offices to improve budget performance. BudgIT 

methodology is to use refined data mining skill sets to creatively represent data and empower citizens to 

use such available information in demanding for improved service delivery.   
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The Nigerian Budget in Context  
 

The advent of democracy in developing and also a resource-driven economy such as Nigeria carried 

patches of the military regime. The emblem of autocratic regimes and dysfunctional democracies is to keep 

the populace in obscurity about data and acts of public governance, thus making democracy, the ideal 

disinfectant to such ignoble practices. 

 

However, information asymmetry in public finance even in a democracy draws a thick opaque curtain 

around public funds, giving room for corruption to thrive. Opening up a resource-driven economy such as 

Nigeria where oil and gas revenues which accounts for 74% of the actual receipts is a herculean task. With 

the easy profits of oil disproportionately shared across the society, oil has become as symptom for 

dysfunctional society creating a rentier state, strife among ethnicities and also a state-assisted oligarchy. 

The allocative efficiency of the revenues is reduced as revealed in the poor service delivery and appalling 

socio-economic indicators  

 

A key appeal of such corrupt class is to wrap a thick curtain around government finances most especially 

the budget. A system of budget opaqueness breeds exclusion the society through a closure of informed 

debate from the citizens, denying them their inalienable right to actively participate in the allocation of 

communal resources. This subtle system of weakening the institutions makes the budget a confidential 

document tossed between the legislature and the executive arms of government. Such lack of discreet 

information about the budget allows a sitting executive to appropriate fund on a discretionary basis and 

without coherent planning.  

 

Financial Literacy and the Nigerian Budget  
 

Nigeria, Africa’s most populous nation has an estimated population of 162.5 million people. Early reforms 
through liberalization of the telecommunication industry led to a sharp growth in mobile subscribers.  With 
119.5m active mobile subscribers as at April 2013, Nigeria ranks low on the financial inclusion index with 
34.9m people representing 39.7% of the population lacking access to banking services. 

With such huge size of the adult population shut out of the financial industry, there exists a wider chasm of 
citizens who can’t interprete and understand the budget. A persistent gulf in data interpretation about the 
key items of the budget, specific allocation to local environment, and performance metrics has not improved 
public awareness on the budget. Excluding citizens from the budget, adjudged has the most important legal 
provision after the Constitution, through its arcane presentation and opaque structure has not fostered civic 
participation needed for a functional democracy. 
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The Project  
 

The lack of transparency and accessibility to the Nigerian citizen on the budget led to the emergence of a 
creative startup named BudgIT. BudgIT initially conceptualised and developed in Nigeria’s foremost 
technology hub, Co-Creation Hub, has a core goal of making the Nigerian budget simpler and accessible 
for the average citizen.   

The availability of budgets in non-readable pdf formats via the government website provided an initial 
opportunity for BudgIT to stretch forward its innovative idea by simplifying the budgets using infographics 
and interactive applications. BudgIT with over 4 million web views and over 112,000 unique users believes 
that active participation in government finance is key to a functional society. Citizens in a clear, timely and 
transparent manner need to know how government revenues are expended in delivery of public 
infrastructure, meeting debt obligations or funding the recurrent component of the budget.  

BudgIT (yourbudgit.com) operates based on the principles of open data which stimulates transparency, 
accountability and better outcomes in the private and public sectors. BudgIT goal of innovation is to make 
public data a social object for every Nigerian and build an extensive network of active citizens that demand 
institutional change.  
 
Goals  

 
We strive to be the Nigerian start up that leads the push to inform the citizen, drive transparency and 

budget performance in Nigeria.  Our goals towards a better society are given below:  

 

 Agressively grow the BudgIT platform using open and creative  technologies to transform the 

Nigeria Budget into a more interactive and creative document across all states  within Nigeria 

 Explore all means of engaging the public about the Nigerian budget and also partner with key 

public finance institutions to deliver both qualitative and quantitative results in governance.  

 Develop a framework for participatory budgetting across the country using technological tools and 

offline forums  

 Develop an ideal Open Budget Template in Nigeria that informs the citizens on public expenditure 

and organize a capacity building for civil society. This will be achieived  through extensive 

resources of civil society.   

 Lead a campaign Nigeria becomes a signatory to the Open Government Partnership presently an 

initiative of 8 founding governments (Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, Norway, Philippines, South Africa, 

United Kingdom and United States). 

 
 
 

Tools  
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BudgIT believes every Nigerian should have access and core understanding of the Nigerian budget. Based 
on our communication strategy, we have segmented our users based on their literacy, interest and data 
appreciation levels. We are matching the right tool to every class of citizens. These tools include desktop 
web, mobile web, sms, radio, apps, games, TV, community groups and print documents. We have a 
phased strategy to reach out to citizens on the budget and relevant public data.  
 
 

Target Audience  
 
 
A bespoke approach is given to every defined class in the society. BudgIT classifies the entire literacy 
chain with the society into four categories named below:  
 

 Public Finance Experts & Researchers: Being less than 2% of the entire population, this class by 
virtue of their profession is interested in the technical understanding of the budget, such as 
analysis of the inflation trends and macroeconomic projections. With less concern in using the 
budget as an advocacy tool to demand better governance, this class of users are mostly interested 
in the superlatives and not the granular citizen-centered data that fosters institutional reform.  
 

 Active and Literate Citizens: Being the most easily converted to the organisational cause of using 
data transparency to demand institutional reform, this class of citizens is interested in the state of 
governance. Most importantly, this class of users needs more understanding of the budget 
framework and data to validate their concerns on poor service delivery. As graduates of colleges 
and universities, there is a thin steep in explaining the structure of the budget and how efficient 
service delivery can be guaranteed on its proper implementation. This class mostly aggregated on 
social media and offline networks are the early adopters of the BudgIT approach in simplifying data 
for improved advocacy.  
 

 The Inactive Literate Citizens:  These potential users have a negative approach to governance, 
classifying government as a bureaucratic entity with no tangible provision for the citizen.  Though 
with basic level of education to contextually understand the budget, there has to be a compelling 
reason possibly through extensive data simulation for this class to appreciate public data.  
 

 

 The Grassroots: Representing over 56% of the population with little or no access to basic 
education, this class of citizens mostly without access to formal literacy and even access to 
banking infrastructure can’t connect to core terms of budget.  A compelling approach is to shown 
them referenced data on how exactly the budget affects them.  

 
 

Our Results 
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Driving Information to Citizens  

BudgIT’s website has been visited by over 112,000 unique visitors and our platform has also responded to  
over 4,000 data requests. Our recent plan is to reaching out to the grassroots using bespoke 
communication tools such as radio, sms and print documents. We have started this approach using Ekiti 
State as our pilot project. Working with other civic minded organisations, BudgIT distributed over 10,000 
copies of simplified budget documents to citizens in Ekiti.  Citizens including grassroots leaders and 
traditional leaders were shocked to see huge budget allocations for their communities.  
 

Our Twitter stream is a hive of commentary on the budget by active followers. This triggers discussions, 
demands more transparency and ensures accountability from government. This also makes data more 
open, understandable and ignites citizen participation. With our advocacy project driven to provide budget 
access to citizen without Internet access through printed text, we are initiating robust discussion across 
individual and community groups that prompts effective government monitoring. Citizens are asking the 
right questions from government officials on specific projects assigned to their areas on the budget.  

Providing Institutional Support  

Beyond social media, BudgIT is using the right approach to intersect institutional reform and civic 
engagement. Understanding the weakness of the Nigeria’s legislative budget office, BudgIT co-founders 
are consultants to National Assembly Budget and Research Office through a DFID-funded project and this 
is aimed at strengthening the bond between legislators (Federal and State) and citizens. Understanding the 
legislature is a core component of governance, BudgIT works with legislative committees (appropriation 
and finance) in shaping public policy as regards linking the budget with resource-based planning.  

The organisation also made presentations to the National Assembly on how to use ICT as an effective too 
for monitoring budget performance and evaluation. Recognised by Nigeria’s Minister of Finance as a 
formidable civic organisation using technology to improve transparency, BudgIT is also part of the 
stakeholder discussion on Nigeria’s membership of the Open Government Partnership which is necessary 
in removing the bottlenecks that limit the performance of the budget.  

Civil Society Support  

 
BudgIT has participated and made presentations at over fifteen civil society sessions on the Nigerian 
Budget. We have been recognised as the data mining organisation having provided support in terms of 
data analysis for several civil society organisations such as State Accountability and Transparency 
Initiative, Center for Social Justice, Beacons, EiENigeria, Project Watch, iWatch Nigeria and Community 
Life Project.  
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Media Partnership 
 
Mainstream Media in Nigeria such as Guardian UK, Daily Trust, ONE.org Punch and Daily Trust have 
applauded our initiative for ongoing budget access and transparency project. We have provided over 25 
infographics for online digital new outlets such as ScoopNG, YNaija, BusinessDay for simplified budget 
access and have also been recognised by Forbes Magazine as one of the top five African startups to watch 
out for. We are also leading a Data Journalism Initiative that will help in improving newsrooms’ ability to 
properly represent data. 
 

Our Global Community  
 
BudgIT is a member of the Open Spending group United Kingdom and has contributed to the global data 
hub Nigeria’s budget from 2009 to 2011. We have also been part of discussions of developing a global 
structure for participatory budgeting. Our Team Lead, a member of the global OpenSpending Steering 
Committee has also contributed to Data Journalism Handbook based on our visualization tool for the 
Nigeria Budget.  

 

Challenges  
 

Key challenges from BudgIT include getting actual expenditure data from government and also meeting 
expectations of excited citizens about government data especially at the sub-national level where data is 
highly protected. With the budget also provided in non-readable formats by government agencies, BudgIT 
has to contend with putting data through several format conversions and still ensure accuracy.  
 

At the demand side, apathy to governance is a very strong factor especially citizens at the bottom pyramid 
of the society who are mostly prone to populism and handouts by elected officials. At the supply side, there 
is clearly a weak but improving institutional framework most especially at the legislative end which is 
supposed to be an external accountability body. The budget offices of the legislature are weak and have 
not helped in driving data transparency and civic action. This has empowered the executive to present 
budget indices almost unilaterally. This weakens the ability to citizens to have empirical and independent 
information to demand accountability or provision of basic infrastructure in their neighbourhood.  
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Looking Forward  
 

BudgIT within its first year of existence has received numerous awards which include 2012 Future Awards 

for Best Use of Innovation, World Youth Summit Award held in Montreal Canada, Nigerian Internet Group 

Award for Social Entrepreneurship, Tony Elumelu Foundation Startup Support and Ashoka Fellowship for 

Social Entrepreneurship. As part of our drive to improve citizen participation, we ask for your support to 

improve data analysis, technical development and project support in delivering our next priorities which 

are stated below:  

 

1. Extensive Research and Access on States Budgets: Most states budgets are not available online 

and also very hard to receive from states governments. The Federal Budget which we have 

intense focus has few projects per state to drive sustained engagement. We need support in our 

advocacy for more open and accessible states’ budget.  

 

2. Visualisations: Support our technical team to deliver stunning online graphics and visualisations 

that adequately communicate data to citizens needed as a tool for improved governance  

 

3. Open Data Initiative: Our role is to amplify more voices and foster an open data culture in the 

country. We want to strengthen our technical capacity to deliver Nigeria’s first open data platform 

which is most needed for developers, journalists, researchers and the Open Data Community.  

 

4. Scale our Technology Approach: This is to use technology of any form (mobile phones, sms, 

radio, games, TV) to put the Nigerian budgets in the hands of every Nigerian across every literacy 

span. This provides up-to-date information on entire budget, executed projects and revenue 

allocations within their community.  

 

5. Policy Documents: We need support for our capacity to develop and deliver budget, data and 

policy documents to public institutions. These documents are meant to spur institutional reform as 

regards governance and civic engagement.  

 

6. Software Development: Core to our sustainability plan is to build a bespoke product (budget 

visualisation and project tracking software) that can be deployed globally. This is similar to the 

approach of Open Knowledge Foundation which provides support for different organisations on 

the use of its products (CKAN & OpenSpending).  
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Contact 
 

BudgIT 

1st Floor, Co-Creation Hub  

294 Herbert Macaulay Way, Sabo, Lagos 

Email: info@yourbudgit.com 

Mobile: +2347034944492, +2347036188527 

 

 

 

 
 


